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Abstract  

Background:  The core symptoms of schizophrenia is  
associated with changes in volumes of specific regions of the  
brain.  

Aim of Study:  Is to correlate between Prefrontal Cortex  

(PFC), Hippocampus, (HC) and Cerebellum (CRM) volumes  

and schizophrenic core symptoms (cognitive, negative and  

positive).  

Methods: The study included twenty schizophrenic patients  

and 20 matched healthy individuals as control group. DSM-
IV-TR was used for diagnosis of Schizophrenia while Positive  
and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) for symptoms assess-
ment. 3D Slicer version 4.2.2 software was used for regional  
volumetric measurements. Both patients and control were  

assessed by [Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS), Trail Making  

test (TM) and Folstein Mini Mental State Examination  

(MMSE] cognitive tests.  

Results: Significant decrease of volumes of HC [right,  
p=0.042,], vermis [p=0.02], right, p=0.25], PFC [left p=0.009,  
right p=0.006], and CRM [left p=0.041. The scores of WMS  
sub tests (p<0.005), MMSE (p=0.001) and two stages TM  
delay time (p<0.01) revealed significant reduction in patients  
than control. PANSS negative symptoms score revealed  

negative correlation with vermis ( p<0.001) and right CRM  
lobe volume (p<0.001), while positive correlation between  

PANSS positive symptoms score and cerebellar vermis  
(p=0.007) and negative with both HC volumes (p=0.01).  

Conclusion:  Hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, and cere-
bellum volumes reduction and correlation with core symptoms  
help in assessment of the pathophysiology of schizophrenia.  
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Introduction  

SCHIZOPHRENIA  is a severe and disabling  
psychiatric illness, characterized by a heterogeneous  

course often with clinical deterioration and poor  

outcome. The disease affects around 0.3-0.7% of  
people at some point in their life or 24 million  
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people worldwide [1] . Schizophrenia causes ap-
proximately 1% of worldwide disability adjusted  
life years [2] .  

Schizophrenia is often defined in terms of  
negative and positive symptoms. Negative symp-
toms are lack of normal emotional responses or  
other thought actions. Positive symptoms include  
disordered thoughts and speech, delusions and  

hallucinations. They usually include dampened  
emotion and affect, scarcity of speech (alogia),  

reduced motivation or ability to experience pleasure  

(anhedonia), lack of wish to form relationships  
(asociality), and absence of motivation (avoli-
tion) [2] .  

Volumetric MRI studies of cerebellum and  
vermis in schizophrenic patients showed greater  

volume of vermis volume than control group, which  
reveal significant correlation with positive symp-
toms severity, thought disorder and verbal logical  
memory impairment. Also results revealed more  

cerebellar hemispheric volume asymmetry in schiz-
ophrenic patients [3] .  

Hippocampal volume reduction have been re-
ported in patients with schizophrenia by Several  

magnetic resonance imaging studies [4] .  

During cognitive activation, three patterns of  

abnormal cerebral blood flow have been demon-
strated in recent functional imaging studies. First,  
decreased blood flow in the dorsolateral prefro-
ntal cortex was found in schizophrenia patients  

with impairment of working memory functions.  
Second, dysfunction of prefrontal-thalamic-cere-
bellar circuitry was detected in cognitive dysmetria.  

Third, increased blood flow in limbic, medial  
temporal lobe and subcortical structures was de-
tected in auditory hallucinations and psychotic  
symptoms [5] .  
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The aim of the study is to find correlation  
between volumes of Prefrontal Cortex (PFC), Hip-
pocampus, (HC) and Cerebellum (CRM) and core  

symptoms of schizophrenia (positive, negative and  

cognitive).  

Patients and Methods  

The study included twenty age matched healthy  

control group and thirty patients with schizophrenia  

were referred to Radiodiagnosis Department during  

the period from January 2014 to February 2015.  

Approval of Research Ethics Committee (REC)  

and informed written consent were obtained from  
all participants either from the patient or the legal  
sponsor in the study. All patients related informa-
tions were kept confidential.  

The patients of schizophrenia were diagnosed  
according to the revised fourth edition of the Di-
agnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders  
(DSM-IV-TR) [6] .  

Inclusion criteria:  

-  Age: 25-40 years old.  

-  Duration of schizophrenia illness: Less than 24  

months.  

Exclusion criteria:  
-  Other co-morbid DSM-IV disorder.  

-  First degree relatives with a diagnosis of mood  
disorder.  

-  Neurological disorders including dementia or  

any current medical illness particularly those  

with possible impact on the brain volume or  

mental functions.  

Patient and/or his legal sponsor will keep the  
right to withdraw at any step of the research. The  
patients in the research will be continuously ob-
served all the time of the research.  

A- Clinical evaluation:  

* General physical examination to rule out the  
exclusion criteria mentioned.  

* Clinical psychiatric evaluation using structured  
interview designed for the study and adapted  
from Clinical Assessment of Symptom and His-
tory (CASH) [7] .  

B- Psychometric procedures:  

The following scales were administered:  

-  Positive and Negative Syndrome Scales (PANSS)  

[8] .  

- Folstein mini mental state examination.  

-  Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS) [9] .  

-  Trail Making test [10] .  

C- Volumetric MRI brain study:  

Image acquisition and postprocessing:  
The images were acquired using a 1.5-T MRI  

scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee) with  
NV array haed and neck coil (16 channel). Sedation  
was needed for 10 uncooperative patients.  

A three-dimensional T 1 spoiled gradient se-
quence was used for volumetric study.  

The following parameters were used for the  
SPGR images: Repetition Time (TR)=24msec,  
echo time (TE)=3msec, nutation angle=45º, repe-
tition=1, acquisition matrix=256 X 256 X 124,  

field of view=24cm, voxel dimensions= 0.9365 X  
0.9365 X 3mm).  

Fast fluid-attenuated inversion recovery [TE/  

TR/NEX] 142/8000/1; inversion time, 2100ms)  

and diffusion weighted images [TE/TR/NEX]  

93/10,000/1 with diffusion sensitivities of b=1000  
s/mm2  and b=0s/mm

2
) were obtained to clarify  

exclusion criteria.  

Volumetric analysis:  
Volumetric analysis was done using 3D Slicer  

software ver. 4.2.2-1 developed by Harvard Uni-
versity and approved for medical research (http://  

www.slicer.org/) . Which is a multiplatform, free  
open source software package for visualization  

and medical image computing.  

The targeted areas were segmented in a semi-
automatic way by tracing their outlines manually,  
and the software was preset not to exceed the  

outlines of the region of interest by assigning the  

MR numbers of the targeted areas. A quantification  

process was run after each brain slice containing  

the nuclei or regions of interest was segmented,  

as well as a 3-D graphical model of it. The data  
was validated by reviewing with SPL-PNL Brain  
Atlas (developed by Talos et al. 2008) [11] . The  
advantage of semiautomatic methods was to provide  

accurate approach for grey matter segmentation  

because they combine the automatic techniques  

with a previous operator information of the location  

of grey matter, shape and anatomical boundaries.  

Measurement of the hippocampal volume ROI  

analysis: It starts beneath the amygdala and end  

posteriorly where the crura of the fornices di-
verge from the lateral ventricles. The hippocampus  
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composed of the hippocampus proper, the dentate  

gyrus, and the subicular complex [12,13] .  

Dorso-Lateral Prefrontal Cortex (DLPFC) ROI:  

The approved anatomical landmarks for areas  
46 and 9 (plus transitional areas 46-45, 46-10, 9- 
45, and 9-8), area 46 located in the middle frontal  
gyrus, area 9 is consistently located in the superior  
frontal gyrus. Tracing start on the slice anteriorly  
located to the most anterior one where corpus  
callosum could be seen. Tracing was done from  
posterior to anterior and traced where the superior  

and middle frontal gyrus could be noted anter-
iorly [11] .  

Cerebellum ROI:  

The cerebellar hemispheres were splitted in the  
sagittal plane between the medial vermis. Axial  

and coronal planes were used also for best adjust-
ment. Separation from the brain stem was achieved  
by cutting the cerebellar peduncles at their entrance  

into the cerebellum [14] .  

Statistical analysis:  
The mean and standard deviation by SPSS V.  

16. Analysis of variance [ANOVA] tests. Determi-
nation of the significance between two groups was  
done by Tukey's test: According to the SPSS win-
dows computer program. Quantitative comparison  

between different times in the same group was  
done by ANOVA test. p-value <0.05 was considered  
significant.  

Results  

Correlation of the regional brain volume with  

psychopathology and cognition in 20 schizophrenic  

patient controlled with age:  
A- Positive and negative symptoms scale:  

Statistically significant negative correlation be-
tween positive and negative symptoms and (hip-
pocampus, cerebellum and the prefrontal cortex  

volumes). While no significant correlation between  

general symptoms and any of the studied volumes,  
(Table 1).  

B- While correlation between Wechsler Memory  

Scale (WMS) and the studied volumes revealed  

statistically significant positive correlation between  
auditory memory (immediate and delayed) and  
(left prefrontal cortex and vermis), with statistically  

significant positive correlation between immediate  

visual memory and the left prefrontal cortex volume  
and statistically significant positive correlation  

between delayed visual memory and right prefrontal  

cortex. Statistically significant negative correlation  

between delayed visual memory and (hippocampus  

(right and left) & left cerebellum) (Table 2), Figs.  

(1,2).  

Evidence of decrease the volume of the cere-
bellum, drosolateral prefrontal cotex and hyppoc-
ampus volumes as compared with the control group  
Fig. (2).  

NB:  The represented images does not include  

all images of each part measured.  

C- Statistically significant positive correlation  
between minimintal state test results and both right  

and left prefrontal cortex volume as well as the  

vermis volume Fig. (3).  

Table (1): Correlation between positive and negative symptoms  

and (hippocampus, cerebellum and the prefrontal  

cortex volumes).  

PANSS  

Perfrontal  
cortex  

Hippocampus  Cerebellum  
Vermis  

Left  Right  Left  Right  Left  Right  

Positive:  
r  –0.323  –0.453  –0.595  –0.595  –0.220  0.123  0.595  
p  0.178  0.051  0.007  0.007  0.365  0.616  0.007  

Negative:  
r 0.216  0.101  –0.050  –0.050  –0.048  –0.825  –0.769  
p 

 0.374  0.681  0.839  0.839  0.844  0.001  0.001  

General:  
r  0.066  –0.406  –0.352  –0.352  0.389  –0.115  0.276  
p 

 0.789  0.085  0.139  0.139  0.100  0.640  0.253  

Table (2): Correlation between Wechsler Memory Scale  

(WMS) and the studied volumes.  

Perfrontal  
cortex  

Hippocampus  Cerebellum  
Vermis  

Left  Right  Left  Right  Left  Right  

Auditory  
immediate:  

r  0.585  0.157  0.010  0.010  –0.179  0.136  0.645  
p 

 0.009  0.521  0.966  0.966  0.463  0.580  0.003  

Auditory  
delayed:  

r  0.525  0.108  –0.069  –0.069  –0.337  0.185  0.781  
p 

 0.021  0.659  0.779  0.779  0.159  0.448  0.001  

Visual  
immediate:  

r  0.551  –0.095  –0.367  –0.367  –0.118  –0.396  0.385  
p 

 0.014  0.700  0.122  0.122  0.629  0.093  0.103  

Visual  
delayed:  

r  0.275  0.523  –0.651  –0.651  –0.551  –0.249  0.333  
p 

 0.255  0.022  0.003  0.003  0.014  0.304  0.164  

Working  
memory:  

r  0.348  0.052  –0.272  –0.272  0.267  0.212  0.650  
p  0.144  0.832  0.260  0.260  0.268  0.383  0.003  



Fig. (1): Control case, (A,B) Right and left Hippocampus, (C,D) Right and left cerebellum, (E,F) Right and left DLFPC.  

(D)  (C)  

(A) (B)  

(E) (F)  
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Fig. (2): MRI volumetric measurement of male patient, 30 years old, known to be schizophrenic since 1.5 year, (A,B) Left and  

right cerebellum, (C,D) Left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (E,F) Left and right Hippocampus.  
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Fig. (3): Correlation between minimintal state test results and  
both right and left prefrontal cortex volume as well  
as the vermis volume.  

Prefrontal cortex (right)  

Discussion  

Schizophrenia, with an early age of onset, is a  

chronic psychiatric debilitating disorder, affects  

an approximated 1 % of the community. it is serious  

to establish radiologic markers to diagnose it and  

advance our knowledge of its biology [15,16] .  

Several magnetic resonance imaging studies  

have reported brain volume changes in patients  

with schizophrenia [17] . Our study results reveal  
a significant reduction in right hippocampus volume  
in schizophrenic patients with a p-value of 0.042,  
also our results report reduction in left hippocampus  

volume although it does not reach statistical sig-
nificance. These results partially agree with Adriano  

and colleges who found that there was significant  

difference in both right and left hippocampus  
volumes with a p-value of <0.0001. This partial  
difference between our study and Adriano and  

colleges' study may be due to smaller number of  

patients in our study [18] .  

Also there is reduction in both right and left  

cerebellar volumes with a p-value of 0.025 and  
0.041 respectively. Our results agree with Christina  

Bottmer and colleges that proved that there is  

significant reduction in cerebellar volume among  
schizophrenics with a p-value of <0.0001 [19] .  

On studying the vermis volume there is signif-
icant reduction in its volume in schizophrenic  
patients with a p-value of 0.02. Our study agree  
with Tetsuya Ichimiya and colleges in the point  
that the volume of the vermis was significantly  
reduced in the schizophrenic group relative to the  

control group but we don't agree with them that  

there is no significant differences were found in  
the volumes of other cerebellar structures [20] .  

On comparing the right and left prefrontal  
cortex size in patients and controls we found that  

there is a significant reduction in their size in  

schizophrenic patients with a p value of 0.006 and  
0.009 respectively. Our results don't agree with  

Cynthia G. and colleges results who showed no  
significant differences were found between schiz-
ophrenic and control subjects in mean values for  

prefrontal white or gray matter on either the right  
or the left side [21] . This may be due to application  
of their study to few number [14]  and to males only.  
Our results are in accordance to Raquel E. Gur and  

colleges who found that Reduced prefrontal gray  

matter volume was observed in patients. The  
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reduction was evident for the dorsolateral area in  

men (9%) and women (11%), for the dorsomedial  

area only in men (9%) [22] .  

In Conclusion:  

Shizophrenic patients has cognitive impairment  
as regard to excutive function and working memory,  

as regard immediate and delayed both auditory  
and visual memory. This study indicates that the  

volume of the Hippocampus, cerebellum and pre-
frontal cortex volumes (compared to healthy control  

group) are reduced in patients with schizophrenia,  
and is suggested to be related to the pathophysiol-
ogy of the disease.  

Limitation of this study is prolonged time of  
the MR volumetric protocol, also the statistical  
analysis power is decreased by rather little cases  

number decrease.  

A strength of our study is that we focused on  
the age between 20-40 years old with duration of  
illness not more than 24 months.  
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